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Each profession has its own complexities that 
require frequent clarification, not just for clients 
but for practitioners as well. In the appraisal 
field, one regulation that requires frequent 
clarification deals with past values.  This 
regulation governing retrospective appraisals 
seems to tempt appraisers into offering their own 
interpretations, but it should not. 
 
A Retrospective Appraisal comes with an 
automatic stop sign once the effective date of 
valuation has been reached.  After that point, 
there can be no more data collection. How then 
can it be misinterpreted so often? 
 
There is no question that the Uniform Standards 
of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), 
governing this aspect of appraising, are 
sometimes scrambled, perhaps inadvertently, by 
practitioners, and therefore demand further 
exploration of the hard reality of this particular 
practice.  
 
The USPAP Handbook defines Retrospective 
Appraisals as being of the effective date of the 
appraisal, prior to the date of the report, and 
explains that such an appraisal is “complicated 
by the fact that the appraiser already knows what 
occurred in the market after the effective date 
(italics mine).” What a temptation that might be 
– to predict the future past from the vantage 
point of this very future.  
 
The USPAP Statement continues: “Data 
subsequent to the effective date may be 
considered in developing a retrospective value 
as a confirmation of trends that would 
reasonably be considered by a buyer or seller as 
of that date.” Interpretation of market conditions 
and a logical cut-off date is required of the 
appraiser “because at some point distant from 

the effective date, the subsequent data will not 
reflect the relevant market.” (Uniform Standards 
of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2012-2013 
USPAP Edition, The Appraisal Foundation, p. 
U-85, F-66) 
 
Question: Into the future, how far does this 
subsequent data apply in a retrospective 
appraisal – a week, a month, a year or more?  
 
Not until those lines about “confirmation of 
trends” are parsed and an appraiser’s equivalent 
of a fine tooth comb is run through the sentences 
can a conclusion be reached. Specifically, how 
far forward can an appraiser realistically use 
value, auction or retail, as a comparable for the 
subject property? To still reflect confirmation of 
market trends, how far forward can the appraiser 
go where the comparable utilized can be 
generally understood?  What if the effective date 
continues to share general market similarities to 
a date two years beyond?  
 
If, hypothetically, the market in 2006 is similar 
in number and quality of sales and to the general 
economic outlook of  the market in 2010, or if 
that of 2007 relates in the same way to the art 
market of 2014, can they be legitimately be used 
as direct comparables in assessing the prices for 
an artist? Does a rising market affect all work by 
the artist when the work under scrutiny is 
different from those achieving record-breaking 
prices? What sale following soon after the 
Effective Date would indicate a major market 
shift and stop the clock? Can an unrealized 
offering price at retail, or a “bought-in” price at 
auction be used as a comparable at any time?  
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RELATED COURT CASES:  
 
CASE #1  
 
Cecil Blaffer Furstenberg and Richard M. 
Sheridan v. The United States  
 
219 Ct. Cl. 473; 595 F.2d 603; 1979 U.S. Ct. 
Cl. Lexis 91; 79-1 U.S. Tax Case. (CCH) 
P9280; 43 A.F.T. R.2d (RIA) 908 
 
Decided March 21, 1979 
 
The title is almost longer than the decision in 
which the court concluded that the plaintiff 
donors were entitled to recovery of federal 
income taxes from the government, but not to 
the extent they had requested.  
 
The relevancy to retrospective appraisals looks 
to what the judge considered a major market 
change in the valuation of a figure painting by 
Jean-Baptiste Camille Corot (1796-1875), “La 
Meditation.”  
 
Five art experts were involved in the case 
concerning the value of the work at the time of 
partial donation to the University of Houston in 
1967. The trial occurred in March of 1979.  
 
About two months before the painting’s owner, 
Mrs. Furstenberg, made her first contribution of 
an undivided interest in the painting, an auction 
event occurred that was considered to be a price-
changing moment for Corot figure paintings. On 
October 26, 1967, at Sotheby Parke-Bernet, 
“Girl in Red With Mandolin” was sold to Norton 
Simon, a well-known art collector, for $310,000. 
Ultimately, in the court’s opinion, this had the 
general effect of increasing the fair market value 
of “La Meditation,” but because it was inferior 
to the record setter, not to that significant a level. 
However, the change in the market was allowed 
since it had occurred prior to the date of 
contribution. 
 
To complicate the matter further, a short time 
before donation of the painting a New York 
restorer apparently wrought havoc on the work, 
by overpainting sections and altering its 
character.  This depressed the value of the 

painting, but that was offset by the fortuitous 
sale of “Girl In Red…” Again, according to the 
court’s reading of it.  
 
The judge chose three of the five experts to 
testify, based on their experience as dealers. 
Depending on which side they represented, and 
as could be expected, the experts had widely 
divergent fair market values – from $40,000 to 
$250,000. The two witnesses for the plaintiff 
argued that the Norton Simon sale had no effect 
on the value of “La Meditation” because “Girl in 
Red….” was a vastly superior painting.  
 
The first part of the opinion, the plaintiff’s right 
of recovery affirmed, allowed the trial to 
proceed to the next phase.  
 
There were six experts thereafter testifying on 
valuation, among them two auction specialists, 
three dealers, and an economic/business analyst.  
 
The court ultimately concluded that the donors 
were entitled to recovery, but not to the extent 
that they requested; the painting had been valued 
at $160,000, but the donors could recover only 
$125,000.  
 
Background:  
 
“La Meditation” was purchased in London in 
1963 for the equivalent of $51,800.  Mrs. 
Furstenberg then made contributions of interests 
in the painting to the University of Houston in 
1967 and 1968.  Despite a bullish art market at 
that time efforts to sell the painting for $95,000 
in 1967 and $85,000 in 1967 were unsuccessful.  
An unfortunate restoration resulted in a loss in 
value to the work.  In 1967 another Corot 
painting, “Girl in Red with Mandolin,” sold for 
$310,000, producing a renewed interest in the 
artist.  It might be noted that “Girl in Red….” 
had an outstanding exhibition history and 
provenance, while “La Meditation” was 
considered near average in artistic quality.  
 
Two of the witnesses for the government agreed 
that the upward trend in the market in general 
during the 1967 and 1968 years could have 
raised the value of “La Meditation” to upwards 
of $100,000, but that the sale of “Girl in Red….” 
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had no effect on the subject painting because it 
was a vastly superior work.  
 
The court adopted the trial judge’s findings and 
the plaintiff recovered, but not to the extent 
requested.  
 
How does this relate to Retrospective 
Appraisals?  
 
Eleven and twelve years after the donation of a 
work of art the United States Court of Claims 
decided to allow that a major painting sold for a 
record price (for the artist) did impact on the 
charitable contribution value of a lesser painting 
by the same artist.  The donations were made in 
’67 and ’68 and the record sale was in October 
of 1967.  In deciding the case retrospectively, 
the trial judge was faced with two valuations.  
The plaintiff’s experts valued the work of many 
years before at as much as $250,000, and the 
defendant’s experts valued it as low as $40,000.  
His conclusion that the work was worth 
$125,000 twelve years prior, was upheld. 
 
The use of a comparable of a far superior 
painting that has set a record price is 
inappropriate if there is not some strong link 
between the two. Rising tides apparently do not 
lift all boats according to the court, especially if 
one of those boats has repair issues.  
 
 
CASE #2  
 
Estate of Charles H. Murphy, Jr., deceased, 
Robert Madison Murphy and Martha W. 
Murphy, Executors, Plaintiff vs. The United 
States of America, Defendant  
 
Case No. 07-CV-1013, United States District 
Court for the Western District of Arkansas, 
El Dorado Division  
 
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 94923: U.S. Tax Case 
(CCH) P60, 583; 104 A.F.T.R.2nd (RIA)  
 
October 2, 2009, Decided  
 
Heirs of the decedent, Charles H. Murphy, sued 
the IRS seeking a refund and abatement of 

millions in estate taxes and interest.  In addition 
to the dispute over the value of Mr. Murphy’s 
vast properties, stocks and other interests, there 
was a dispute over the value of four works of art 
in the estate: Childe Hassam, oil on mahogany 
panel, A Stroll in the Park (circa 1890); Edgar 
Degas, unfinished charcoal and pastel sketch, 
Danseuse Espagnole (circa 2882); Richard 
Clague, oil on canvas, New Orleans Landscape 
(circa 1857); Emil Nolde, watercolor, Landscape 
with Yellow and Blue Sky  
 
Hassam: While based on a comparable work 
that had sold for $229, 500 five months before 
the Valuation Date, the two experts for the 
plaintiffs valued, separately, the work at 
$150,000 and $170,000, and the Art Panel 
valued it at $185,000.  The IRS expert, a dealer, 
considered a Hassam that had sold in 1996 for 
over a million dollars, and five other Hassam 
paintings that had sold six, nine, thirteen, sixteen 
and nineteen years before the Valuation Date.  
 
The Court found that the IRS comparables were 
too remote in time to be considered relevant and 
that the value of the work on the Valuation Date 
was $185,000.  
 
Degas: Experts for the estate used values of 
comparables from 2002 and 2003 and valued the 
work at $50,000 and $45,000. The Art Panel 
valued it at $100,000.The IRS expert valued the 
work at $150,000 based on comparables from 
2000, 2001 and 2002. The Court found that the 
IRS expert had based his comparables on Degas’ 
most popular subject, the ballerina, and on more 
fully realized works, and found the fair market 
value was $50,000 on the Valuation Date.  
 
Richard Clague: Because the sales of a regional 
artist are scarce, the plaintiff’s experts based 
their value on paintings sold in 1998 and 
determined the value at $42,000 and $30,000. 
The Art Panel based comparables on paintings 
sold between 1993 and 2003, which was after 
the Valuation Date, and placed the work at 
$150,000.  
 
The IRS expert looked at one work that had sold 
in 2003, five months after the Valuation Date at 
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$189,500 and valued the subject painting at 
$350,000.  
 
The Court decided that too much weight had 
been placed on a sale post Valuation Date as 
well as not enough regard given by the IRS 
appraisers. It was determined that the fair market 
value of the Clague painting was $42,000.  
 
Emil Nolde: The plaintiff’s experts and the Art 
Panel all used as a comparable a work that had 
sold three months before the Valuation Date and 
came up with $50,000, $85,000, and $90,000.  
 
The IRS expert used three other works by the 
artist that had sold two years before and came up 
with $275,000 as a value.  
 
The Court determined that the comparable used 
by the plaintiff’s experts and by the Art Panel 
was more credible than that of the IRS expert 
and agreed upon the $90,000 value as of the 
Valuation Date.  
 
The Court found that the Estate was entitled to a 
refund of federal estate taxes and interest.  
 
Certain factors came out of this case: the 
inappropriate use of certain comparables, the 
negative use of comparables from the too distant 
past, and the limited impact of record sales by an 
artist upon dissimilar works by that artist. 
Therefore, in determining a value in a 
retrospective appraisal it can be equally 
dangerous to look to sales in the past as it can be 
to future sales, especially if there are more 
appropriate comparables available at a more 
relevant date.  
 
 
CASE #3 
 
In the United States District Court for the 
Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division  
 
Marguerite Hoffman, Plaintiff, vs. L&M 
Arts, et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. 3, 10- 
CV-0953-D 2011 – 2013  
 
Memorandum Decision January 7, 2014 by 
Chief District Judge Sidney A. Fitzwater  

 
In the civil suit concerning damage claim there 
are two parts, one to assess if there have been 
damages to the plaintiff and if there are, to 
determine the amount of damages.  
 
The plaintiff and her husband had pledged their 
collection to the Dallas Museum of Art.  As 
such, the subject painting seen in an exhibition 
at the museum and pictured in several 
publications.  Upon the death of her husband, in 
2007 Ms. Hoffman decided to sell the painting, a 
1961 work by Mark Rothko, without public 
knowledge, and a private sale arranged through 
two New York galleries, Greenberg Van Doren 
and L&M.  A one-page document memorializing 
the sale to L&M’s undisclosed purchaser stated 
that the participants were to “make maximum 
effort to keep all aspects of the transaction 
confidential indefinitely.” 
 
The letter agreement specified that the buyers 
were to pay Ms. Hoffman $17.6 million and 
make a confidential $500,000 contribution in her 
name to the Dallas Museum of Art.  The 
“Untitled” painting by Rothko was subsequently 
sold at public auction in 2010 by David 
Martinez, the heretofore-undisclosed buyer.  The 
May sale at Sotheby’s grossed $31,442,500 for 
the work.  
 
When the defendants were found to have 
violated the letter agreement concerning 
disclosure the jury was told to turn its attention 
to the matter of damages – in other words, if the 
plaintiff has been injured, what is the proper 
price to heal or compensate her?  
 
In promoting the sale for the auction house in 
2010 the auctioneer, Tobias Meyer, had publicly 
said that the subject work would have gotten 
between $30 and $40 million dollars if it had 
been sold in 2007. The appraiser testifying for 
Ms. Hoffman, later used this statement as one of 
the bases for valuing the work at this level. 
Eventually it came out that Mr. Meyer had 
mentioned that the work would have sold for 
that high value only if the work had been sold 
after the “Rockefeller sale.”  
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Originally purchased in 1951 by David 
Rockefeller the painting, created by Rothko in 
1950 and referred to thereafter as the 
“Rockefeller Rothko,” bore an outstanding 
exhibition history and provenance.  An art world 
rumor had it that even if the work failed to sell 
Sotheby’s guaranteed $40 million dollars to Mr. 
Rockefeller.  It was a gamble that Christie’s had 
chosen not to take when given the opportunity.  
However, that guarantee figured rather 
prominently in the arguments set forth by the 
plaintiff’s attorney who, in his direct at the 
defendant’s expert, claimed that a $40 million 
guarantee is the equivalent of an actual sale, 
being a “guarantee,” and implied therefore that 
the Rothko painting owned by Ms. Hoffman was 
worth close to $40 million. 
 
Although the market for Mark Rothko paintings 
had been strong since the 1980s, there had been 
no sale over the $22 million that had been 
awarded to “Homage to Matisse,” a work sold at 
auction in 2005.  In May of 2007, about a month 
after the private Hoffman sale, the so-called 
“Rockefeller Rothko,” sold at Sotheby’s for an 
unexpected $72,840,000, by far and wide a 
record for the artist and a radical market 
changer.  Immediately after that, indeed in the 
same sale, prices for all Rothko’s work began a 
marked ascent.  
 
However, the plaintiff’s expert opined that the 
closeness of the private Hoffman sale and the 
Rockefeller sale, less than a month apart, and 
based on the guarantee by Sotheby’s, gave the 
painting a value of between $30 and $40 million.  
He cited five sales well beyond the date of the 
April 2007 sale by Ms. Hoffman and the May 
2007 Rockefeller sale, as far ahead as 2012, to 
demonstrate that works that sold in those years 
were sold in a market that equated to that of 
2007, and that the $30 million plus sale result 
for the painting formerly owned by Ms. 
Hoffman should be her compensation since it 
would have sold in 2007 at auction at that time.  
This despite the fact that the existing record for 
any Rothko was only $22 million and was for a 
more unique work, and that Tobias Meyer had 
said the $30 million could only have been 
accorded after the Rockefeller Rothko sale.  The 

plaintiff’s appraiser did not use as comparables 
any sales before 2007. 
 
The defendant’s expert cited the $12 million 
insurance value provided by Christie’s to the 
plaintiff in 2006 and later willingly used by the 
plaintiff as coverage for the painting when 
exhibited at the Dallas Museum of Art that year.  
She discussed the rise in the subsequent market 
for Rothko and the art market in general 
between the record “Homage to Matisse” sale in 
2005 and the date of the private sale by Ms. 
Hoffman in 2007, and explained the specific 
steps in evaluating the work that had led from 
the $12 million in 2005/2006 to the $18.5 
million value, the date of the private transaction 
in 2007. 
 
The jury, disregarding the use of post-effective 
date comparables, awarded Ms. Hoffman 
$500,000, considerably short of the $30,000,000 
– 40,000,000 claim her expert had asserted, and 
$9,500,000 less than the demand. 
 
Subsequently the court entered judgment in the 
sum of $450,000 from defendant L&M Arts and 
the sum of $750,000 from defendants Studio 
Capital, Inc. and David Martinez.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
What more have we learned about retrospective 
appraisals after review of the three court cases 
outlined above? 
 

1) Past comparables, whether recent or 
more distant, used in determining value 
should have relevance to the subject 
work.  A painting by Warhol of an 
iconic soup can should not be directly 
compared to one of his Toy Paintings, or 
a fully realized drawing by Ingres to a 
sketch by the artist.  In other words, the 
appraiser should not use the value of a 
lesser work and apply it to a more 
significant one, or compare a mediocre 
example to one that is historically 
important.  
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2) No matter the temptation, the appraiser 
should avoid pointing to a sale in the 
distant past, even if it is similar to the 
subject work; if it is so removed that the 
market has turned over many times over 
during the intervening years there is no 
legitimate way to use that sale value 
except in an anecdotal way.  

 
3) It is questionable for an appraiser to 

compare markets in different years if 
changes have occurred during the 
various the intervening years unless an 
explanation has been provided to 
support the comparison.  When auction 
houses compare years in terms of 
comparable markets, that does not 
necessarily apply to the market for an 
individual or particular artist.  The 
comparisons made by the auction houses 
apply to a broader concept – the success 
or failure of those markets at auction.  In 
the Hoffman case when Tobias Meyer 
said that the Rothko painting would 
have been worth $30 - $40 million in 
2007, he has said in print that he meant 
that the high value could only have 
happened after the sale of the 
“Rockefeller Rothko”.  It was the 2007 
sale that occurred a month after the 
private sale that changed the Rothko 
market radically.  No one had 
anticipated the $72 million dollar sale 
and in one night it altered the Rothko 
market.  Meyer was not comparing 2007 
to 2010 as dates that were identical for 
that artist’s market.  He was speculating 
that if the Hoffman Rothko had sold 
after the market had suddenly zoomed 
upwards for the artist that the Hoffman 
painting could have achieved a higher 
price as a result. It also happened to be a 
bit of salesman hyperbole on behalf of a 
good sale for the Rothko at hand. 

 
4) Example: An individual artist’s market, 

Mary Jones, as well as the art market in 
general, had been on a steady uptick and 
the effective date the appraiser is 
working with is, for sake of argument, 
September 1, 1987. The appraiser, 

looking at a comparable for the subject 
painting has close comparables that 
places the subject work between $ 
90,000 and $125,000.   Two months 
after that effective date there is a sale of 
a comparable work at auction for 
approximately 25% more than had been 
the case for the artist’s comparable 
painting in a sale a year before the 
effective date.  To use the post-effective 
sale in that case I believe is legitimate in 
order to bolster the higher value than 
might have been the case if that sale had 
not occurred.  In other words, the 
appraiser selected $125,000 as the value 
of the painting on September 1st.  The 
market was trending upward and the 
post-effective date sale confirmed it.  
Post-effective date values are to be used 
to support a rising or declining market 
for the artist, not to necessarily provide 
the price, particularly if the example is 
not very close in date, subject matter, 
execution, dimensions and skill to the 
subject work.  In this case, that post-
effective sale would have enhanced and 
supported the robust price placed on the 
subject painting.  When a change in the 
market occurs, whether an overall 
alteration or one for a particular artist, 
there is no right way to use a post-
effective sale date to attain a desired 
goal. 
 
An unconfirmed price is not a sale, so 
the work that has failed to sell at public 
auction cannot provide a confirmed 
price, nor can an offering price at a 
gallery. However, it is possible that 
there was an “after sale” at the auction 
house, in which case this could result in 
a confirmed price. The gallery may have 
sold a directly related work to which the 
subject work could be compared. 
However, and this is a standard that 
must be respected – these sales must 
have occurred prior to the effective 
date. Remember, the appraiser in 
executing a Retrospective Appraisal 
must base value on knowledge he or she 
would have known at the time, not to 
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what transpired at any time after that 
date. 
 

5) As Freud said about a cigar, 
paraphrased:  Sometimes a guarantee is 
just a guarantee. It is not a price.  
Sometimes a painting sold eight months 
after the effective date and in the same 
market and at a price favorable to the 
owner is still only a reaffirmation of the 
appraiser’s value.  It is not a price. 
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